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Curse of the Dragon Heir by S.R. Breaker
A rare fae mage with no magic accidentally sets an evil
demon free but he may be the key to unlocking her
powers…
Soleia only wants to escape her life. But will
accidentally binding an evil demon to her end it?
Second-born of the High Fae mage family of the Priori
clan of Arcadia, Soleia was only expected to do certain
things. Mind her dull familial duties. Undergo training
to master portal summoning, the rarest form of
casting among her people. Free a dangerous demon
from a fifty-year-old curse and release him into their
village—oops, that was an accident!

If only the Priori elders’ solution wasn’t to bind the evil demon to her to
ensure everyone’s safety. If only Soleia hadn’t been lying about actually
having any powers all these years. If only the gorgeous demon’s intense
gold-red gaze didn’t send delicious shivers up her spine.
Soleia can no longer escape her fate. She has to harness her magic, keep
the cursed demon at bay, and somehow keep her secret.
But the demon has secrets too. And while Soleia discovers that he is much
more than he seems, a decades-long conflict for the fate of Arcadia
comes to light. It could also be the key to unlocking her powers.
Saving the world often comes at too high a price. Will she sacrifice her
heart, her fate, her life? Or all of it?
A thrilling, slow-burn, enemies-to-lovers, closed-door fantasy romance.

Fire Soldier by J.A. Culican
The gods will fall. Crash. Burn. Even if it means Xira's
death.
When Ares betrayed Zeus, he was transformed into a
mortal. Aphrodite offered him one last secret gift: the
fire of her broken heart. Ares took that fire and
created his own empire and people. The first ones to
live in the Empire of Fire were named Fire Soldiers
and they were the offspring of Ares.
Each offspring is born with a cursed trait. A weakness
the Gods instilled to keep the Fire Soldiers in check. A
leash to control those who were born to serve. But
Xira isn't interested in serving. She wants revenge,
control and most importantly vengence.
When Ares is slayed, Xira knows it’s time. All her
training, all her sweat and fury and loyalty... all of
them will be used to take the throne of Gods.
Can Xira band the Fire Soldiers together in time or will
the Empire of Fire fall.
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Emissary by A.L Morrow
Death comes for us all, even those we love.
The line between angel and demon is razor thin. Kai knows
this firsthand. As an Emissary of death, darkness follows
him like a shadow, leaving him touch-starved and lonely.
Tormented by the error in judgment that killed his only
love, he accepts an assignment to redeem himself: hunting
down the demons destroying the mortal realm. But fate
takes a turn, and Kai finds himself drawn to one of his
targets instead.

Demonic martial arts expert Byron Black has struggled to survive his
entire life. He has fought for every breath he’s taken and each bite
he’s eaten, yet in the instant when his demise finally seems
inevitable, death incarnate steps forward and spares him. Kai is as
beautiful as he is terrifying, and although Byron suspects the angel’s
interest in him is more than it appears, he can’t stay away.
Together, the pair search for answers regarding who wants Byron
dead—and why—but uncovering the truth might destroy them both
in the process. Can Kai defeat his inner demons to save the one that
has crawled into his bed?
Set in the Star-Crossed Celestials universe, Emissary is a standalone
novel featuring an array of creepy crypts and crematoriums, traintop sword fighting, an excessive number of buckles and buttons, and
(of course) a Happily Ever After. It can be read as a prequel or
companion story to the Star-Crossed Celestials Duet.
Content warning: scenes of violence and death, including on-page
torture of an adult character by a family member.

Fight for Darkness by Susan
Stradiotto and S. Johnson
Kane’s raging beast thrives in the cage. Malin’s thirsts
for revenge.
Technical knockouts are MMA fighter Kane Macleod’s
trademark move. His match tonight proved that point
again. He has two more fights, then he’ll leave the cage
for good. But first, he needs to see that his mother and
sister are set for life.
After the big fight, Kane’s on his way to the club to celebrate when a
fight in a dark alley stops him in his tracks. The night obscures four
fighters except for smoke and bright flashes, and no matter how
many times he blinks, he can’t comprehend what’s happening. Magic?
The small woman holds her own, but he can’t leave her at the mercy
of three huge attackers. What if that was his sister?
Malin has one purpose: destroy the beast who killed her sister. Every
night, she enters the daylight realm to hunt. She walks among the
humans unseen, searches for the slime who betrayed her, and slips
back into Darkness before the Light. Her mother and her friends beg
her to accept her sacred duty to their coven. But Malin carries the
burden of Myla’s death, and until she slays Godric, everything else
can wait.
They’re both fighting their own versions of Darkness. But how can
they deny themselves when Darkness itself keeps throwing them
together?
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Inheritance by Skye Callahan
Her blood holds a secret, and the only thing standing
between her and painful fate is a vampire.
Raised in isolation, Tristin sets out to learn about her family,
but stumbles on a much darker secret instead. Finding her
place and a sense of normalcy in a new town become the
last of her worries when she’s attacked by a vampire in her
own apartment.
Suddenly, she’s whisked into a reality where not only are
vampires real, they’re coming at her for every angle seeking
the rare quality that makes her blood irresistible.

Can she trust the vampire who saved her from death? Or will he
succumb to the bloodlust before they’re able to unravel the secrets
of her past?

Shadow & Soul by AR Colbert
“Pretend to be my lover.” It was an innocent request,
but it had the power to reshape the future of an entire
kingdom.
Melynn didn’t realize the handsome stranger who took
her hand was of any importance. She was clueless about
his power and the line of dark mages he descended
from.
And she certainly didn’t bargain for the deadly chase
that she unwittingly entered when she said yes.
When the shadows gain ground, Melynn learns it will
take more than love to keep them alive.
It began as a game, but now it’s a battle—for her heart, a dark prince’s
claim to the throne, and a thousand lives that hang in the balance.

Beneath the Waves of the
Neversea by K.A. Last
Wendie feels trapped, and she wants nothing more than to
escape her life in London.
When the promise of adventure lures her from her bedroom
window, she eagerly follows the boy with golden hair and stars in
his eyes. Wendie falls under Peter’s spell, and he draws her to
him in ways she can’t explain.
He is intoxicating, and dangerous, and makes her crave an
adventure of a different kind.
But Peter is determined never to grow up. For him, Wendie is a means to an end, a way to
rekindle the belief that holds the very fabric of Neverland together.
Until she crosses the boundary into adulthood, dragging Peter with her.
Ronan is lost. Banished from Wonderland for crimes he can’t remember.
After being thrown into a world where he isn’t welcome, Ronan is imprisoned by Peter and
the Lost Boys. They condemn him for his age and his magic, but with Wendie’s help,
Ronan escapes Peter’s clutches.
Ronan clings to his magic and madness, battling his heart and his mind as he tries to stay
alive. His one goal: to find his way back home.
But Peter won’t allow Ronan to leave. No one leaves Neverland unless he says so.
Forced together by a common foe, Wendie and Ronan must fight for their hearts and their
lives. Will Wendie be Ronan’s saviour, or will they both suffer at the hands of Peter Pan?
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Unblessed by Daphne Moore and
Mari LaRoche
A life debt is nothing to be trifled with… even if it means
spending the week with an irritating unicorn shifter with
secrets to hide.
Nia is a rakshasa assassin, more than capable of protecting
the tiny unicorn that a dying woman passes into her arms.
Xavier is not who he seems, but when homicidal trolls try to
kill, can she work with the devil she knows to save their
world from obliteration?

Cosmic Honor by Jade Waltz
She wanted to bring honor back to her family's name
and to save her people…Falling in love wasn't part of the
plan…
Jaiya takes her twin's brother's place on a diplomatic
mission to end a war that's been raging since her
childhood, she discovers how it all really began.
When Prince Idris discovers the truth, will he be able to
get past Jaiya’s betrayal to work toward peace? Or will it
only add fuel to the fires of war?
A reimagining of the classic Mulan tale in the distant
future, where both love and war challenge even the
strongest of hearts.

The Shadow of Death by Becky James
A king with a broken crown.
Shay rules from the murky corners of the Topaz Court, a
realm not many willingly travel to. It promises only one
thing: death.
Duty eats away at the dark king, and as he escorts departed
souls to the Otherworld, something—or someone—
threatens to taint his kingdom and destroy the magic that
sustains it.
A selkie searching for answers.
Seven years ago, Neri’s sister disappeared on dry land over
the sands. Neri has prepared every day since to follow after
her and find what delays her sister’s return to the waves.
Death hounds after the selkie. Shay shouldn’t stand in its
way; to upset the balance is to risk everything. Not even
when her spirit stirs something inside him, something he
thought long lost...
As the threat to magic grows, the selkies might be the key.
To find out, they will have to trust one another. Can they
succeed under the shadow of death?
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Starlight by Lea Cherry
The Starlight of Elesseand meets her match when a
darkness threatens the peace her mother died to keep.
Legion Warrior. Elesseand Princess. Starlight.
All I had ever wanted to do was to protect my realm, my
kingdom, and when my mother died she handed me the
reigns of Starlight. It was now my duty to keep my people
safe.
My next title should be Queen, but my father has ancient
beliefs that I need a husband in order to rule, but I feel that
love is a distraction to the world I live in.

There is a darkness crawling closer. Inching near with every day. I can feel
it in my light and with rumors of the Darkling roaming around, hiding in the
shadows, I do not have time to fall in love even if the man my father chose
sends ripples down my body. His stare touches my soul and his smile alone
does things to me that I do not want to admit.
I can’t afford not being focused. I can’t afford letting the Darkling cast
shadows in my world. I can’t let the wraiths hollow my people out... And I
sure as hell can’t afford falling for a rogue when my world seems to be
collapsing.
My name is Tekana, and I am my Kingdom’s only hope.

Inferno Games by Elise Knight
When you are dead, the f*ckers should leave you alone!
For ten years I've been my younger sister's only guardian
since a horrific car crash left our parents dead and the pair
of us traumatized. I've done everything to keep her happy
and safe, but I couldn't keep her safe from billionaire
playboy Felix Barclay.
When I find her lifeless body with a note addressed to me,
framing Felix as the reason she killed herself, I vow
revenge.

However one wrong move and I'm dead too. I'm lost in Hell and my sister
is nowhere to be found.
But, there's no way out of Hell, not unless you compete in the Inferno
Games, a deadly, treacherous event where survival isn't guaranteed and
you'll be lucky to come out with your soul and your sanity intact.
What I haven't encountered on are the other competitors who will stop at
nothing to win.
The billionaire asshole who put my sister here, the insanely magnetic Remy
Bradford and the dangerously dark Dade Angelis who will stop at nothing
to secure his place in the next round of the games, no matter what it takes.
Not to mention the myriad of demons that inhabit hell, all of which enjoy
seeing me hurt.
Blood will spill and souls will be taken. I only hope that mine won’t be
among them.
Inferno Games is book one in a series that will follow the circles of Hell:
Purgatory, Lust, Gluttony, Avarice, Wrath, Heresy, Violence, Fraud,
Treachery and finally, the ninth circle where Satan himself is waiting to
collect your soul.
The book contains dark themes, violence, loss and scenes of an adult
nature.
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The Lycan King's Captive by Amy
Pennza
I woke on the floor of a prison cell, but I wasn't alone.
There was a man. My fellow prisoner. My protector. He
spoke into my mind, saying things that couldn't be true.
That I'd been bitten. That I was going to turn. That I had to
obey him if I wanted to survive.
He was beaten, but his voice rang with power and his body
called to mine. And when he won our freedom, I learned he
was far more powerful than I realized. I escaped one prison
just to land in another. Now I'm caught in a war between
shifters—and my protector has become my captor.

Faust University by Emma B.
Layne
Eve Revere was headed for Harvard when a golden
envelope appeared to announce her acceptance into
Faust University, a school she'd never heard of.
Everyone there seems to think she is the reincarnation
of their founder.
More questions develop about the truth behind her
mother's life and death. A love triangle between her, her
professor, and her dorm mate develops.
And now there is a rogue ancient demon on the loose.
Freshman year has never been quite so... magical.

Pale Death by Emily Clark
This angel must pay the price for his transgressions, but he’s
not going down without a fight.
Jax is cast to earth and trapped on an island surrounded by
demons. He can’t leave until he learns from his sins.
He wants his wings back.
Only problem is he doesn’t feel guilty for killing.
And as soon as he meets Addie, the girl who doesn’t believe
in God or angels, his desire to leave wilts. He’s too intrigued.
An intrigue that consumes him when the lightest touch from
her makes his wings burst back to life like a flame rekindled.
She’s got faith all right, and it just might be his saving grace.
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Splitting Dawn by Katherine D. Graham
Human Princess Kierra’s secret lineage drives an ages-old
war between Demons, Humans, and Vampire-Elves, but all
she wants is freedom.
No one who leaves the walls of the Allied Human Lands
comes back—alive, anyway. But when Kierra’s mother
announces that the princess will wed a noble with a deadly
reputation, Kierra would rather take a chance with the
Demons outside the city than marry a monster.
Little does she know that the Demon King has been waiting
for a bride of his own.

Caught up in a world of secretive Vampire-Elves, vengeance-seeking
Demons, and power-hungry Humans, Kierra discovers that her blood
holds a secret which she herself has forgotten. Only her best friend cares
for her heart above her blood.
Can the princess navigate three worlds vying for her power? Does love
await her in the arms of one of her four potential suitors? Or will she lose
herself in their darkness?

Eighteen Wishes by C.K. Sorens
500 years ago, djinn-hunter Isra Almasi was cursed to
become the very creature she was born to kill.
Isra needs to grant eighteen wishes to escape the genie’s
curse. To free herself means to free all genies, even the
dangerous ones, and Isra refuses to play djinn games.
The djinn are tired of waiting on the sidelines for Isra to
free their brethren. They threaten the life of Isra’s new
master, Jacoa, to force his wishes. Their bond requires
that she keep him alive. As they grow closer, her heart
demands more.
With danger forcing their hand, will their growing connection help them
break free? Or will playing the game of Eighteen Wishes prove just
another trap?

The Mermaid & the Pearl by
Rosalyn Briar
Can love conquer death?
As a performer in the underwater Cirque du Mer, Muriel charms
skeletons to dance using her voice and magic pearls. When the
circus travels to the Crescent Reef, Muriel is eager to take part in
the Sacrifice. She desires to sink the ships of humans, the vile
creatures who had once enslaved her.
During the Sacrifice, though, Muriel comes upon a different type
of human—a woman. Instead of feeding the woman to the Moon
Priestess’ kraken, Muriel rescues her. Soon, she learns that Yara
is a princess and, despite being human and mer, they have much in common. A romance
blossoms between the pair, until Yara’s rescue ship arrives.
When the depressed Muriel learns that Yara has died in another shipwreck, she rushes to
the Moon Priestess for help. Muriel gives up her voice as payment, and the Moon Priestess
turns Yara into an undead mermaid. Muriel has three days to make Yara fall in love and
find her soul’s pearl—all the while performing in the circus.
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The World Below by Vivienne Lee
Fraser
Her world has fallen apart, can he help put it back
together?
Have you ever caught yourself wondering if perhaps things
around you are not quite what they seem?
Practical and pragmatic Pris has never even considered the
possibility. That is until someone breaks into her home
claiming her parents have been abducted and taken to a
magical world.

Snake has always known he is a gnome, and that there are all manner of
magical creatures living, not only in his home town of London, but in the
wider world as well. Now he must convince a very human girl she is actually
an elf, and that she must join with him and enter the World Below to save
both their parents.
Entering The World Below isn't simple as it seems—scattered around
England are the magical creatures and riddles that will grant them passage.
They only have days to reach them all, and someone is working against
them to ensure they never make to the magical realm.
Unsure who to trust, can Pris embrace her magical heritage before she
loses her parents forever?
Snake faces his own dark secrets as he fights his growing attraction for Pris,
knowing they can never be together.
When everything seems against them, will Pris and Snake make it to The
World Below in Time?

Renegade Angel by KC Freeman
A warrior for good. A soldier for Heaven. A heart of
gold. A body for sin.
A guardian angel for centuries. He battles the demons
and monsters in the dark so humanity can pretend they
don’t exist. But being a guardian angel isn’t all divine
love and light. Sometimes the human side of his nature
needs to feed his own lustful appetites.
An orphaned psychic now fully grown into a strong
woman—no longer a damsel in distress. The rodeo was
the one place she could finally escape her dark past and
hide from her supernatural abilities. Seemingly destined
to remain the comical rodeo clown, but Fate has a mind
of its own. And Fate likes to stir up trouble.
Called to the Midwest to save a rodeo clown, the guardian angel is
shocked to discover the child he once saved from monsters has
blossomed into a ravishing beauty with a strong spirit. But something
stronger, and more sinister, has come calling and it means to use the
gifted psychic to inflict chaos and mayhem on all in its path.
Can the Renegade Angel save the woman of his deepest desires, or will
his carnal weaknesses doom her to servitude as a vessel for evil?
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Charm & Mayhem: Thee Goddess of
Fate by Sky Sommers
Hiring a hot angel as her bodyguard was a smart business
move... wasn’t it? Strictly business.
After a stint in the Magic Kingdom, Marina returns to her
glitzy Moscow life as the new Goddess of Fate with an angel
in tow. Gabriel, a former guardian is atoning for his
decisions as Fate’s bodyguard. First order of business: keep
Marina’s jealous ex away from her. Second: restore magic
on Earth. As Marina tries to explain botox and face control
to Gabriel, the olden Goddess of Fate has schemes of her
own.

Will Gabriel be able to let go of the past? Can Marina navigate the
mayhem of her new job with charm alone or will she remain a goddess
without magic? And how exactly do you tell your FSB-anointed father
you’re now immortal?

Themis by RA Winter
Zeus rewrote her laws. Now, Themis, Goddess of
Justice will extract her revenge.
She is Themis goddess of Justice, only she can write the
rules that govern men. Zeus, king of the gods, has other
ideas. Not only did he cheat on her, but he changed her
laws. Horrified that Zeus has doomed an innocent man
to be fed to a Titan god, Themis must descend into the
depths of hades to save the damned soul- without
Zeus's knowledge.
But an omnipotent being guards the prison of Typhoeus.
One with blood pulsing through his veins. He's neither god nor demon
and he refuses her entry into Tartarus. With no way around him, she
must go through him- and step directly into his arms.
In a race against time, Zeus and the Titan god’s hunger, Themis is
willing to sacrifice everything to save an innocent soul. But is she willing
to destroy her own soul by opening her heart again?

Fae Lis Bride by Jessica M. Butler
To save her sister, a desperate human woman is willing to kidnap
the handsome Lord of Wind and Spring
Daphne must bring a powerful elemental fae lord to the
mountain before the full moon or her little sister dies.
Kanek, a fine-dressing but reclusive elemental fae, knows
something has to change, but he doesn’t know what to do or
how. A human woman showing up in his sanctuary and
attempting (unsuccessfully) to render him unconscious and
abduct him is not part of his plans. But her utter gall and
desperation are enough to convince him that maybe cooperation
is better than ignoring her.
It's not the quest he expected. He's not the man she thought. She might be harder to live
without than she is to live with. And right from the start, he can't stop thinking about her.
But it is just because she's annoying? Right?
Note: While this is listed as Book 2, you do not have to have read Book 1. This is designed
to be read independently and features a different couple.
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Dread of Dragons by Monica
Enderle Pierce
To save her niece, Galisa must awaken the Wyvern
Emperor. But that dragon shifter died eight hundred years
ago. Didn’t he?
Her flame could free him from his nightmare…

Celebrated as a god’s oracle, fire witch Galisa pays lip
service to a deity she doesn’t believe in and dismisses the
magic she wields as worthless but for the coins it earns her.
Until a king orders her to wake a long-dead dragon and
enslave it for his army. It’s an impossible task, but failure
means the execution of her beloved young niece, the only family Galisa has
left.
His passion could open her heart…
Dragon shifter Haul needs a fevrine of immense power to awaken him from
an eight-hundred-year curse. Instead, his nightmare is disturbed by a woman
who dismisses him as an impotent lunatic. Yet as Haul learns more of Galisa,
he finds not a resentful skeptic but a woman of tremendous inner-fire who’ll
do anything to protect the child she loves. But the power that’s the key to
reviving the Wyvern Empire has made Galisa the target of her king’s hidden
schemes.
Together, they must rise or their world will burn...
As heat flares between Galisa and Haul, she discovers she might be worthy of
a god’s power and an emperor’s love. But with her niece’s life on the line and
the empire’s resurrection at stake, can Galisa and Haul find strength in each
other, or will their enemies incinerate all they hold dear before their love can
rise from the ashes of history and doubt?
Perfect for fans of Grace Draven’s heart-wrenching drama, Jeffe Kennedy’s
smoldering romance, and Miranda Honfleur’s epic adventure, this fantasy
romance will keep you on the edge of your seat while grabbing you by the
heartstrings.

Soulbreather by Helen Garraway
If you fall in love with the shadows, does that mean you
are fallen too?
A dying angel. A fractured realm. The SoulBreather who
might be able to save them both.
Solanji has a secret. One that is becoming increasingly
difficult to keep. She can touch souls and see into a
person’s inner thoughts. Soulbreathing is exhilarating
and addictive, until the day Solanji caresses the wrong
person’s soulmist.
Dragged into a long forgotten angelic mystery, she is
forced to venture into Eidolon, the godforsaken last
resort for those without souls. In order to save her
brother, she must rescue a broken and tortured man.
Can she save him from the shadows? Does he even want
to be saved? And can she find a way to return to the
light before the darkness engulfs them both?
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Hunter Jones and the Sword of the
Middle Ages by Melle Amade
This quest for a magical sword might just have a doubleedge.
Cheating husbands are the worst, but barring her from
teaching archaeology anywhere in the country? Clearly their
relationship is ancient history.
Now Hunter Jones must find a new gig, and flower
arranging isn’t it.

Imagine her surprise when she discovers she’s half fae and is offered the
chance to vie for a professorship at the Crown Academy. The only problem?
To get the job she has to go on a dangerous quest against magical
adversaries to find the famed sword of the Middle Ages, rumored to be
Excalibur.
In competition for the position is the too hot, young valedictorian, Exeter,
who has spent his entire life working toward this professorship. He’s not
going to let a middle-aged newbie to the magical world take the opportunity
from him.
Only, they must work together as they travel to Ireland, moving through both
the human and the magical world as they seek the sword. Can Hunter keep
up with the competition, or is her husband right about her losing her touch?

The Mage's Curse by Bethany Adams
Chalmys has the power to do nearly anything—except
set himself free.
After a simple dinner with a god went very, very wrong,
fae mage Chalmys was cursed to remain locked in his
tiny realm. Until, that is, he could find someone to tell
his story. All of his story.
There are only two problems: Revealing the truth of his
birth will put his mother at grave risk, and he has to
send his story through dreams.
Chalmys thought the second would be the easiest to overcome, but after
centuries of tangled tales gone wrong, he has nearly given up hope. Until
the night he connects with Holly. Now he has to convince her to risk
everything to set him free. If only a certain god doesn't interfere...

The Fate in the Flames by Sierra Knoxly
Fate wants me dead. I won’t allow that.
When the hateful shogun murders my family, I flee through the
mysterious Ancestors Portal. But instead of reuniting with my
loved ones, I’m dragged into a realm inhabited by vicious
shapeshifter clans locked in endless feuds. Bloody competitions
have replaced outright war, but death haunts me at every turn.
I must survive at all costs. My childhood love needs to know what
became of us, and I want revenge, but I never expected to fall in
love with the hellhound who hunted me.
Or to be a prime candidate for the great lords’ barbaric,
ritualized sacrifice.
If I survive, it will only be to watch my lover compete in the champions’ death-match. He’ll
be torn apart if I can’t save him, but what price will a powerful lord of the fox clan ask me
to pay?
Surviving fate seems impossible. Or maybe I misunderstood my fate in the first place.
Note: The Fate in the Flames is book one of a poly/reverse harem fantasy romance series
featuring a strong woman and her lovers.
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Creatures of the Night by C.A. King
When the black mist came, everything changed.
An unusual anomaly in outer space opened portals. A black
mist poured through, bringing something along with it. War
fell upon the human race.
Generations later the fighting continued...
Zoe spent her whole life training how to fight monsters and
demons—how to kill them. Not once did that curriculum
include falling in love with one. Now, she’s faced with a
hard choice: betray one to save the other.

Will she side with the family and friends who have always been at her side, or
trade it all for the romance she so deeply desires?
Odds are, no matter which path she follows, her heart won’t make it out
unscathed.

Wind Across the Silver Blade by
Catharine Glen
A girl with a hidden power. A demon from the past. A
god bent on revenge.
Young noblewoman Yumi seeks a new purpose in exile.
But when a dangerous power awakens within her, she is
forced to flee once more. Lost in the mountain forest,
she discovers a forgotten shrine guarding an ancient
secret — and a demon from the past. Drawn into the
treacherous world of yokai, can Yumi trust the
captivating winged demon — or will he use her for his
own ends?
T
ouma,
next leader of the great tengu, wakes from a deadly battle to a
human girl tending his wounds — three centuries later. Worse, they
share a soulbond, an unexpected complication he must resist at all
costs. For there is more to Yumi than he initially believes, and their
link may be the catalyst of a devastating threat. Faced with the loss
of an unreachable past, Touma has nothing left to protect — except
the girl with the secret to time itself.
The dangers of Touma's past lurk in the present, his future
irrevocably linked to hers. As their enemies close in, Yumi may be
the final hope against an ancient god bent on revenge — or the very
conduit for his cause.
Wind Across the Silver Blade is Book 1 of Yokai Bonds, an
interconnected fantasy romance series featuring powerful yokai and
the brave heroines who steal their hearts. Fans of fated mates,
forbidden romances, gods and demons, and time magic will find lots
to love in this exciting new story released exclusively in the Realm of
Darkness box set.
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Awaken the Dragons by Calla Zae
Love never crossed his mind until she cut into his life like a
gleaming sword, slicing through everything else.
A dedicated general, Hung is searching for his parents'
killer. When he encounters a beautiful healer with adept
fighting skills, a powerful attraction sparks between them.
With a swift flick of her finger, she yanks at an unseen
thread that links them together, saving his life.
Su is a healer with a passion to fight like a warrior, but she
has no teacher to educate her. Developing her own style,
she unknowingly awakens a cosmic realm she never knew
existed.
As darkness swarms, Su and Hung join forces with dragons
that have come to protect something more precious than
they could ever imagine.

Bloodforged Ascension by L. M. Hughes
& R. A. Cooper
Rising from the ashes with a new world to explore. Make
no mistake, the monster’s still inside.
Liam is a 700-year-old wolf shifter on a downward
spiral, mourning the loss of his true mate. Through a
selfless act resulting in his death, he is bound by blood
magic that unleashes monsters with an appetite for
destruction. Given a second chance at redemption by
poker-loving gods, he is reincarnated into another
world. Some deities recognize the monster lurking inside
him might be their only hope for salvation.
In the body of Lem, his blazing wolf shifter days are dead and buried,
weakening him to a shadow of his former strength. He soon realizes
that he cannot fight enemies alone, though karmic gods prefer it that
way.
Under the high expectations of Heartstone Academy instructors, he
must retain his scholarship and learn the ways of a cultivation world.
They say the flame that burns twice as bright burns half as long.
Turns out dying was only the beginning. Stripped of hope, he claws
his way back from oblivion, lit by an inferno to protect those he loves
from sinister forces. Can an immortal bond spanning two worlds
quench destiny’s desire for his bloodforged ascension?

Also Featuring:
Which Way the Cast Jumps by Ava Silvers
&
Royal Riders by Fatima Fayez

